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ABSTRACT
Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations are a valuable tool for understanding the growth of
large-scale structure and the observables connected with this. Yet, comparably little attention
has been given to validation studies of the properties of shocks and of the resulting thermal gas
between different numerical methods – something of immediate importance as gravitational
shocks are responsible for generating most of the entropy of the large-scale structure in the
Universe. Here, we present results for the statistics of thermal gas and the shock wave properties
for a large volume simulated with three different cosmological numerical codes: the Eulerian
total variations diminishing (TVD) code, the Eulerian piecewise parabolic method based code
ENZO and the Lagrangian smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GADGET. Starting from
a shared set of initial conditions, we present convergence tests for a cosmological volume of
side-length 100 Mpc h−1, studying in detail the morphological and statistical properties of the
thermal gas as a function of mass and spatial resolution in all codes. By applying shock-finding
methods to each code, we measure the statistics of shock waves and the related cosmic ray
acceleration efficiencies, within the sample of simulations and for the results of the different
approaches. We discuss the regimes of uncertainties and disagreement among codes, with
a particular focus on the results at the scale of galaxy clusters. Even if the bulk of thermal
and shock properties is reasonably in agreement among the three codes, yet some significant
differences exist (especially between Eulerian methods and SPH). In particular, we report
(a) differences of huge factors (∼10–100) in the values of average gas density, temperature,
entropy, Mach number and shock thermal energy flux in the most rarefied regions of the
simulations (ρ/ρcr < 1) between grid and SPH methods; (b) the hint of an entropy core inside
clusters simulated in grid codes; (c) significantly different phase diagrams of shocked cells
in grid codes compared to SPH and (d) sizable differences in the morphologies of accretion
shocks between grid and SPH methods.
Key words: methods: numerical – galaxies: clusters: general – intergalactic medium – large-
scale structure of Universe.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Cosmological numerical simulations are a powerful tool to investi-
gate the properties of the Universe at the largest scales. From galaxy
E-mail: f.vazza@jacobs-university.de
formation to the precise measurement of cosmological parameters,
from the propagation of ultrahigh cosmic rays to the growth of the
non-thermal energy components of the intracluster medium (ICM)
(e.g. magnetic field, relativistic particles), cosmological simulations
represent an effective complement to theoretical models and obser-
vations (see e.g. Borgani et al. 2008; Borgani & Kravtsov 2009;
Norman 2010, for recent reviews). In order to model the evolution of
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cosmic structures in the most reliable way, numerical methods must
follow the non-linear dynamics of the gas and dark matter (DM)
assembly across a very large dynamical range (e.g. from scales of
∼102–103 Mpc to ∼1–10 kpc), over the age of the Universe.
To accomplish this task, a number of finite difference methods
have been developed in the past, which can be broadly divided
into two classes (see e.g. Dolag et al. 2008, for a modern review).
‘Lagrangian’ methods discretize baryon gas by mass, using a finite
number of particles, and the equations of fluid dynamics are solved
with the approach of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH; see
Price 2008; Springel 2010b, for recent reviews). Further details of
the SPH method investigated in this project will be discussed in
Section 2.3.
Contrarily, ‘Eulerian’ methods discretize space, by dividing the
computational domain into regular cells (with fixed or variable size),
and the gas dynamics is evolved by solving cell-to-cell interactions
(see e.g. Le Veque 1990, for a review). A variety of numerical
schemes can be applied for the reconstruction of the gas velocity,
density and pressure fields for a given number of neighbours [e.g.
piecewise linear method, Colella & Glaz 1985; piecewise parabolic
method (PPM), Woodward & Colella 1984], as well as for the time
integration of the fluxes across the cells (e.g. ROE method, Powell
et al. 1999; HLL/HLLE method, Harten &Hyman 1983; HLLC
method, Li 2005). Further details of the grid methods employed in
this project will be presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Despite the enormous progresses made since their first applica-
tions (e.g. Peebles 1978; Efstathiou & Eastwood 1981; Davis et al.
1985; Efstathiou 1985), the mutual convergence of the results of
cosmological numerical methods is still a matter of debate and re-
search. This is true also for the most simple physical modelling
of large-scale structures, where no forces other than gravity and
pressure are taken into account.
A few comparison works in the literature (e.g. Kang et al. 1994;
Frenk et al. 1999; O’Shea et al. 2005; Heitmann et al. 2008) have
provided evidences that most of the relevant quantities involved
in large-scale structure dynamics are generally reproduced with
similar accuracy by most codes on the market. The general findings
suggest that the simplest clustering properties of DM and their
dependencies on assumed cosmological and numerical parameters
are fairly well understood (e.g. Heitmann et al. 2008).
A less satisfactory agreement is generally found when the prop-
erties of gas in different methods are compared, even when simple
non-radiative numerical set-ups are considered. In simulations of
galaxy clusters, for instance, the entropy profile, the baryon fraction
and the X-ray luminosities are affected by the larger uncertainties
among codes reaching differences up to a factor of a few (e.g. Frenk
et al. 1999; Kravtsov, Nagai & Vikhlinin 2005; O’Shea et al. 2005;
Voit, Kay & Bryan 2005; Ettori et al. 2006; Vazza et al. 2010a).
More recent works aiming at comparing different numerical
methods in more idealized test cases (e.g. shock tubes, blast waves,
halo profile stability, ram pressure stripping of substructure) pro-
duced additional insights in the ways in which the numerical imple-
mentations of different codes work (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007; Tasker
et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009; Heß & Springel 2010; Merlin et al.
2010; Robertson et al. 2010; Springel 2010b). One of the reported
key findings is that the effective numerical viscosity acting within
each code has a sizable impact on the overall evolution of quantities
tightly linked to ram pressure stripping, turbulence and shocks in
the gas medium.
Cosmological simulations also proved to be important tools to
study the acceleration and evolution of cosmic ray particles (CRs) in
the Universe, and their connection to the observed statistics of non-
thermal emission from galaxy clusters (see e.g. Dolag et al. 2008, for
a review). Several mechanisms related to cluster mergers and to the
accretion of matter can act as sources of non-thermal components in
the ICM. The most important mechanism during cluster formation
is likely diffusive shock acceleration (DSA): the thermal particles
in the high-energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution function are
able to experience multiple scatterings across the shock surface,
which can be modelled as a diffusion process. This leads to an
exponential gain of energy and an exponential loss of the number
of particles, which results in a power-law distribution in particle
momentum extending into the relativistic regime and giving rise
to the so-called cosmic rays (e.g. Bell 1978; Blandford & Ostriker
1978; Drury & Vo¨lk 1981; see also Caprioli et al. 2010; Kang &
Ryu 2010, for recent reviews).
Energetic shocks generated by mergers are believed to accelerate
suprathermal electrons from the thermal pool and explain the ori-
gin of radio relics (Enßlin et al. 1998; Ro¨ttiger et al. 1999; Hoeft
& Bru¨ggen 2007; Pfrommer 2008; Pfrommer, Enßlin & Springel
2008; Battaglia et al. 2009; Skillman et al. 2011), while high-
energy electrons accelerated at these shocks can produce X-rays and
gamma-rays via inverse-Compton scattering off cosmic microwave
background (CMB) photons (e.g. Sarazin 1999; Loeb & Waxman
2000; Blasi 2001; Miniati 2003; Pfrommer 2008; Pfrommer et al.
2008). Relativistic hadrons accelerated at shocks can be advected
in galaxy clusters and efficiently accumulated there (Vo¨lk, Aha-
ronian & Breitschwerdt 1996; Berezinsky, Blasi & Ptuskin 1997),
possibly leading to a sizable non-thermal component which could
be detected by gamma-ray observations (e.g. Pfrommer & Enßlin
2004; Blasi, Gabici & Brunetti 2007; Pfrommer et al. 2007; Pfrom-
mer 2008; Pinzke & Pfrommer 2010 ). The re-acceleration of rel-
ativistic electrons by magnetohydrodynamic turbulence can be re-
sponsible for the episodic diffuse radio emission observed in the
form of radio haloes (e.g. Brunetti et al. 2008; Petrosian & Bykov
2008; Brunetti & Lazarian 2011); in addition, secondary particles
injected in the ICM via proton–proton collisions may also produce
detectable synchrotron radiation (e.g. Blasi & Colafrancesco 1999;
Dolag & Enßlin 2000; Miniati et al. 2001a; Pfrommer et al. 2008;
Enßlin et al. 2011).
The occurrence of shock waves in large-scale structures has been
studied in detail with cosmological numerical simulations (e.g.
Miniati et al. 2001b; Ryu et al. 2003; Pfrommer et al. 2006, 2007;
Kang et al. 2007; Hoeft et al. 2008; Skillman et al. 2008; Molnar
et al. 2009; Vazza, Brunetti & Gheller 2009a) or indirectly by the
action of shock waves on radio plasma bubbles, employing a novel
method of combining radio observations and analytical insight that
is supported by idealized hydrodynamic simulations (e.g. Enßlin
et al. 2001; Pfrommer & Jones 2011). Most of these numerical
works agree on the fact that the bulk of the energy in the Uni-
verse is dissipated at relatively weak shocks, M ∼ 2–3 (where M
is the Mach number), internal to clusters, while strong and larger
shocks are found outside large-scale structures, M ∼ 10–100, at
the boundary layers between the ‘collapsing’ and the ‘expanding’
universe. However, when the properties of CR injection by DSA
are compared across the different simulations, differences up to 1–2
orders of magnitude in various quantities are found, including (but
not limited to) quantities such as the ratio of energies of CR to
thermal gas and the spectral energy distribution (e.g. Miniati et al.
2000; Ryu et al. 2003; Pfrommer et al. 2006, 2007, 2008; Kang
et al. 2007; Hoeft et al. 2008; Pfrommer 2008; Skillman et al. 2008,
2011; Vazza et al. 2009b, 2010a; Pinzke & Pfrommer 2010). This
limits our present understanding of the main mechanism for the
enrichment of CRs in the ICM.
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In this work, we explicitly aim at comparing three independent
numerical approaches for cosmological simulations, applied to the
evolution of a large volume of the Universe: the SPH code GADGET
(Springel, Yoshida & White 2001; Springel 2005); the total variation
diminishing code developed by D. Ryu and collaborators (Ryu et al.
1993, 2003) and the parabolic piecewise method ENZO, developed by
G.Bryan and collaborators (e.g. O’Shea et al. 2004; Norman et al.
2007).
We adopted a set of shared identical initial conditions generated
at different resolution, and we resimulated them with the three
codes; the output of all runs were then compared in detail, looking
at the convergence of several thermal and non-thermal properties
across the various codes and for different numerical resolutions.
We chose the simplest possible physical set-up for this project,
and include only non-radiative physics [i.e. no radiative cooling,
no ultraviolet (UV) radiation background from primordial stars, no
magnetic fields, etc.].
This approach helps us to understand which differences are due to
the numerical methods (e.g. ‘Lagrangian’ versus ‘Eulerian’ method
for gas dynamics) and which are due to the post-processing (e.g.
temperature-based method to detect shocks versus velocity-based
methods). Also, this approach helps in assessing some of the more
robust findings of present cosmological simulations, and determines
the minimum resolution requirements needed to achieve a good con-
vergence independent of the particular adopted numerical method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief
description on the underlying numerical schemes of these codes.
Based on the simulations using different resolutions, we present a
comparison of the general distribution statistics for DM and thermal
gas in Sections 4 and 5. In particular, we focus on the galaxy clus-
ters properties according to the various codes in Section 5.3, and we
present an exploratory test showing important differences between
the underlying numerical, hydrodynamical schemes (specially be-
tween PPM and SPH) in the matter accretion pattern inside haloes
in Section 5.4. We then apply different shock-detecting schemes in
Section 6.1 to the various resimulations, and we present results for
the characterization of shock waves in all codes in Sections 6.3–6.5.
We particularly focus on shocks in galaxy clusters, their properties
and their role in the acceleration of CR predicted according to the
different, underlying numerical schemes in Section 6.6.
2 N U M E R I C A L C O D E S
2.1 Eulerian method: ENZO PPM
ENZO is an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) cosmological hybrid
code originally written by Greg Bryan and Michael Norman (Bryan
& Norman 1997, 1998; O’Shea et al. 2004; Norman et al. 2007). It
couples a particle-mesh (PM) solver with an adaptive mesh method
for ideal fluid dynamics (Berger & Colella 1989).
ENZO uses a PM N-body method to follow the dynamics of col-
lisionless systems. This method computes trajectories of a repre-
sentative sample of individual DM particles, and it is much more
efficient than a direct solution of the Boltzmann equation in most
astrophysical situations.
DM particles are distributed on to a regular grid using the cloud-
in-cell (CIC) interpolation technique, forming a spatially discretized
DM density field. After sampling DM density on to the grid and
adding baryon density (calculated in the hydro method of the code),
the gravitational potential is calculated on the periodic root grid
using fast Fourier transform algorithms, and finally solving the
elliptic Poisson’s equation.
The effective force resolution of a PM calculation is approx-
imately twice as coarse as the grid spacing at a given level of
resolution. The potential is solved in each grid cell; however, the
quantity of interest, namely the acceleration, is the gradient of the
potential, and hence two potential values are required to calculate
this.
In the case of ENZO simulations employing AMR, the potential is
recursively computed within subgrids at a higher resolution and the
boundary conditions are interpolated from the potential values of
the parent grid. Then a multigrid relaxation technique is adopted to
compute the gravitational force for each cell within subgrids (e.g.
O’Shea et al. 2005 ). This enables the use of a gravitational softening
of the order of the highest resolution available in the simulation;
however, in this project we did not use AMR capabilities of ENZO,
and thus the maximum available softening is the fixed resolution of
the adopted mesh.
As hydrodynamical solver, ENZO adopts the Eulerian PPM (Wood-
ward & Colella 1984). The PPM algorithm belongs to a class of
schemes in which an accurate representation of flow discontinuities
is made possible by building into the numerical method the calcu-
lation of the propagation and interaction of non-linear waves. It is a
higher order extension of Godunov’s shock-capturing method (Go-
dunov 1959). It is at least second-order accurate in space (up to the
fourth order, in the case of smooth flows and small time-steps) and
second-order accurate in time. This leads to an optimal treatment
of energy conversion processes, to the minimization of errors due
to the finite size of the cells of the grid and to a spatial resolution
close to the nominal one.
In order to treat more accurately bulk hypersonic motions, where
the kinetic energy of the gas can dominate the internal energy by
many orders of magnitude, both the gas internal energy equation and
total energy equation are solved everywhere on the grid at all times.
This dual energy formulation ensures that the method produces the
correct entropy jump (EJ) at strong shocks and also yields accurate
pressures and temperatures in cosmological hypersonic flows.
This works uses the public 1.0.1 version of ENZO.1 To simplify the
comparison with the other codes of this project, this work employs a
fixed grid only instead of the adaptive multilevel grids and additional
physics (e.g. star formation, re-ionization and cooling processes)
which are powerful tools in ENZO.
2.2 Eulerian method: cosmological TVD
The cosmological code created by Ryu et al. (1993) is based on the
Harten & Hyman (1983) total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme.
It is a flux-based Eulerian code with second-order accuracy in space
and time. It captures shocks within two to three cells without gen-
erating oscillations, but limiting the numerical flux according to the
TVD scheme instead of adding a simple artificial viscosity. Several
important improvements were made while incorporating the TVD
scheme into the cosmological code. The numerical artificial heat-
ing around the extremely supersonic flows where the bulk kinetic
energy is much greater than the thermal energy is reduced; this was
achieved by following the adiabatic changes of the thermal energy
using a modified entropy equation instead of using the total energy
equation. The leakage of the gravitational energy into the thermal
energy in regions of supersonic flows was prevented by including
the effects of the gravitational force only to the momentum and
kinetic energy and keeping the thermal energy rather than solving
1 http://lca.ucsd.edu/software/enzo/v1.0.1/download/
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the conservation of the total energy. Also, a correction due to the
mass diffusion under the gravitational field has been added in the
gravitational force term in order to obtain better conservation of the
total energy and to satisfy the cosmic energy equation. Additional
details can be found in Ryu et al. (1993, 2003).
The treatment of gravity and DM particle dynamics follows the
PM approach on a fixed resolution grid (see Section 2.1). Addition-
ally, in this code there is the possibility of using a number of DM
particles smaller than the total number of cells in the grid, in order to
spare memory usage. This is motivated by the fact that, as stressed
in Section 2.1, in the PM scheme the effective force resolution
is approximately twice as coarse as the mesh spacing. Therefore,
adopting a number of DM particles which is (N/2)3 for an N3 grid
has a very little or negligible difference in the final accuracy of the
resulting potential and accelerations.
2.3 Smoothed particle hydrodynamics: GADGET3
We compare Eulerian methods with the parallel TreeSPH code
GADGET3 (Springel 2005), which combines SPH with a hierarchi-
cal TreePM algorithm for gravitational forces. SPH uses a set of
tracer particles to discretize mass elements of the fluid. Continuous
fluid quantities are estimated by a kernel interpolation technique
(e.g. Monaghan 1992). The equation of motion for these tracer par-
ticles can be derived (by applying the variational principle) from
the Lagrangian of such system. The thermodynamic state of each
fluid element may be defined either in terms of its thermal energy
per unit mass, ui, or in terms of the entropy per unit mass, si. The
latter is used as the independent thermodynamic variable evolved
in SPH, as discussed in full detail by Springel & Hernquist (2002).
The adaptive smoothing lengths hi of each SPH particle are defined
such that their kernel volumes contain a constant mass for the esti-
mated density (e.g. corresponding to the mass of N = 64 particles is
a common choices). Accounting for the fact that then the adaptive
smoothing lengths hi are a function of density allows SPH to be for-
mulated so that both energy and entropy are manifestly conserved.
Provided there are no shocks and no external sources of heat, the
derivation of equations for the reversible fluid dynamics in SPH is
straightforward (see Price 2008; Springel 2010, for recent reviews
on SPH). However, flows of ideal gases can easily develop discon-
tinuities where entropy must be generated by microphysics. Such
shocks need to be captured by an artificial viscosity in SPH, which is
active only when fluid elements approach one another in space, pre-
venting particle interpenetration and transforming kinetic energy
irreversibly into heat (e.g. Monaghan & Gingold 1983). Modern
schemes like GADGET3 also make use of an artificial viscosity based
on an analogy with Riemann solutions of compressible gas dynam-
ics, as proposed by Monaghan 1997; additional viscosity-limiters
are also introduced in GADGET3 in the presence of strong shear flows
to alleviate spurious angular momentum transport (Steinmetz 1996).
Both the collisionless DM and the gaseous fluid are represented
by particles, allowing the self-gravity of both components to be
computed with gravitational N-body methods. GADGET3 allows the
pure tree algorithm to be replaced by a hybrid method consisting of a
synthesis of the PM method and the tree algorithm, with significant
reduction of the computational effort.
The effective force resolution is controlled by the gravitational
softening Rsoft used in the tree part as listed in the last column of
Table 1 for the different simulations, and the particles are allowed to
have individual time-steps, based on different time-stepping criteria
(see Springel 2005, for details).
Table 1. Details of the simulations run for this com-
parison project. First column: name of the run; second
column: initial redshift of the simulation; third column:
mass resolution for DM particles; fourth column: soften-
ing length (for SPH runs) or uniform mesh spacing (for
ENZO and TVD) employed in the runs.
GADGET
Run zin MDM (M h−1) Rsoft (kpc h−1)
64 34.63 2.4 × 1011 31.0
128 44.77 3.0 × 1010 15.75
256 55.92 3.76 × 109 7.875
ENZO
Run zin MDM (M h−1) x (kpc h−1)
64 34.63 2.4 × 1011 1562.5
128 44.77 3.0 × 1010 781.25
256 55.92 3.76 × 109 390.625
512 67.99 4.7 × 108 195.31
TVD
Run zin MDM (M h−1) x (kpc h−1)
64–32 34.63 3.0 × 1012 1562.5
128–64 44.77 2.4 × 1011 781.25
256–128 55.92 3.0 × 1010 390.625
512–256 67.99 3.76 × 109 195.31
3 IN I T I A L C O N D I T I O N S
We have assumed a ‘concordance’ model, with density parameters
curv = 0, b = 0.043, DM = 0.227,  = 0.73, Hubble parameter
h = 0.70, a power spectrum with slope n = 1 and a normalization of
the primordial matter power spectrum σ 8 = 1.2. The σ 8 parameter
is intentionally set to a larger value compared to recent estimate
from CMB data (e.g. Spergel et al. 2007) in order to enhance the
probability of forming massive haloes within the simulated volume
of side 100 Mpc h−1. Any modelling of cooling, radiative and heat-
ing processes for the gas component is neglected, and therefore
the thermal history of cosmic gas here is mainly driven by shock
waves induced by gravity. Table 1 lists the main parameters of all
simulations run for the project.
The initial displacements and velocities of DM particles were
identical for all codes; the numbers of DM particles adopted are
5123, 2563, 1283 and 643. The GADGET3 simulations preliminarily
looked remarkably converged with resolution already at 2563, and
therefore we choose to skip the production of the 5123 case in SPH,
in order to spare computational resources time. The initial redshifts
of simulations were computed in order to reach the same growth rate
at z = 0 for the smallest available density perturbations: zin = 67.99,
55.92, 44.77 and 34.63 for the different resolutions, respectively.2
Usually, in SPH cosmological runs both the DM and the gas parti-
cle distributions are perturbed in their initial positions and velocities
according to the Zel’Dovich approximation (see e.g. Dolag et al.
2008, for a review). In grid runs, on the other hand, the initial gas
distribution is at rest compared to the DM initial velocities. Since
computing exactly the same initial perturbation in velocity for SPH
particles and cells is not a trivial issue, for the sake of simplicity
in this work we neglected initial perturbations in velocities also for
the SPH distribution.
2 The initial conditions used in this project are public and accessible at
http://canopus.cnu.ac.kr/shocks/case0/.
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Figure 1. Cumulative mass functions of the virialized haloes in the various runs. In both panels, the GADGET results are reported in black for the various
resolutions, while the left-hand panel reports the mass functions from ENZO runs (in blue) and the right-hand panel reports the mass functions from TVD runs
(in red). The Sheth & Tormen (1999) mass function is shown for reference in bold (grey lines), with the thin lines showing the Poisson errors. The vertical
lines indicate the minimum mass resolution for each cluster run, as outlined in Section 4.
In the following, we will refer to a given run according to the
number of its gas particles or gas cells; in the case of the TVD
code, the number of DM particles is kept eight times smaller than
the number of gas cells (see Section 2.2). In what follows, we will
typically refer to ‘self -convergence’ as the convergence of a code
with respect to increasing resolution, and to ‘cross-convergence’ as
the convergence between different codes, at a given resolution.
4 DAR K MATTER PROPERTIES
A number of works in the literature have shown that present-day nu-
merical codes at their best achieve an agreement within ≈5–10 per
cent on the mass functions of haloes (e.g. Frenk et al. 1999; O’Shea
et al. 2005; Heitmann et al. 2008). However, subtle differences in
the adopted numerical methods should be responsible for the exact
shape of the inner DM profiles (e.g. Bullock et al. 2001; Warren
et al. 2006).
We compared the properties of the DM component for all resolu-
tions and codes in order to ensure that the distribution of DM in our
simulated large-scale structures is characterized by a similar degree
of intrinsic ‘scatter’ reported in the literature.
The most important statistics related to DM is the mass function
of haloes, for which analytical solutions as a function of cosmolog-
ical parameters are available (e.g. Press & Schecter 1974; Sheth &
Tormen 1999). We report in Fig. 1 the cumulative mass functions
(DM+gas) for all runs in the project. The virial mass, Mvir, is cus-
tomarily defined as the spherical overdensity of gas+DM, enclosing
a mean overdensity of ≈109ρcr, where ρcr ≈ 9.31 × 10−30 g cm−3
is the critical density of the universe (e.g. Eke et al. 1998). The virial
halo masses are computed using the same halo finder in all codes,
based on the gas+DM spherical overdensity. In the case of grid
runs, the cell distributions have been converted into a distribution
of particles, in order to apply exactly the same procedure used to
analyse GADGET runs.
In order to compare different codes and resolution, it is useful to
assign a ‘formal’ resolution to each run. This allows us to under-
stand which haloes in our simulations are suitable for ‘convergence’
studies and which are not, because of undersampling problems at a
given cluster size. Even if in GADGET runs the mass functions are re-
solved down to the smallest haloes (with <20 particles), Power et al.
(2003) showed that convergence in the inner dynamical structures
of haloes is achieved with at least ∼500 particles inside Rvir.3
We preliminarily consider that the resolution limit in GADGET is
achieved with 500 DM particles within the virial radius. For grid
runs, we apply the following empirical approach: we consider only
haloes whose virial radius is resolved with at least 500 cells, and
we assign a formal minimum mass to have haloes ‘suitable for
convergence’ taking the corresponding virial mass, extracted from
the theoretical Rvir versus Mvir relation.
The corresponding minimum masses for all codes and resolu-
tions are shown as vertical lines in Fig. 1. Although this method is
rather artificial, we find that it predicts rather well the convergence
observed for haloes in grid codes, which takes place at larger masses
compared to corresponding GADGET runs at the same DM mass res-
olution. For instance, GADGET run 256 shows a halo mass function
which is converged down to masses of ∼2 × 1012 M, while run
256 in ENZO and TVD achieve convergence only for haloes with
masses larger than 5 × 1014 M.
Therefore, we would expect to see cross-convergence of the virial
parameter for none but the largest haloes in grid results, while we
expect good self-convergence across a larger range of masses in
GADGET.
A similar trend is also observed in the baryon fraction of haloes
in the various run, as reported in Fig. 2. The baryon fraction in
GADGET is rather perfectly converged at all resolutions for M >
1014 M h−1, with a value of f b ≈ 0.9f cos, where f cos = b/(b +
DM) = 0.159 is the cosmic baryon fraction in our runs. In grid
codes, the convergence to a slightly larger baryon fraction, f b ∼
0.95f cos, seems to be reached only for masses larger than M >
1015 M h−1 (as for the halo mass functions, ENZO shows a slower
rate of convergence compared to TVD).
The radial profiles of DM mass density for the most massive
galaxy cluster in our sample are shown in Fig. 3 for various resolu-
tions. All profiles in GADGET3 runs are remarkably self-converged,
while the profiles of DM in both grid methods present a slower
3 We note, however, that tests with radiative runs have shown that a larger
number of particles, N ∼ 1000–5000, may required to achieve a good
convergence in the X-ray luminosities of clusters (e.g. Valdarnini, Ghizzardi
& Bonometto 1999; Valdarnini 2002).
C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 960–985
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Figure 2. Baryon fraction for all haloes in the three codes, at all resolutions. The vertical lines mark the minimum mass resolution criterion outlined in
Section 4.
Figure 3. Radial profile of DM density for the most massive galaxy cluster in our volume, for the three codes; the profiles of the 256 run in GADGET3 are
reported for comparison in the last two panels. The vertical lines in each panels show the value of gravitational softening for each run.
rate of convergence. At the best available resolution, the grid codes
agree at the per cent level with the reference profile of GADGET3
runs, with sizable differences only in the core region of the cluster,
<0.1Rvir, due to the well-known lack of force resolution in the PM
method (the softening length for the gravity force in the 5123 runs
is 293 kpc).
Overall, the trends found are in line with those reported by O’Shea
et al. (2005) and Heitmann et al. (2008). Based on our results, we
suggest that the representation of the underlying DM distribution
is similar to what can be found in the recent literature, and that the
bulk of differences that will be reported in the next sections are
mostly connected with a different modelling of hydrodynamics in
the various methods.
5 BARYO NIC MATTER PROPERTIES
In the following sections, we compare the distributions of several
gas thermodynamical variables in all runs as a function of numer-
ical resolution. The final goal is to identify which are the cosmic
environments and minimum resolution requirements necessary to
achieve a good convergence in the estimates provided by the differ-
ent methods.
5.1 Maps
A preliminary inspection of the morphological distribution of
baryon gas in the cosmic structures captured by all methods ensures
that at a zero order all simulations correctly sample a cosmologi-
cal volume with identical density fluctuations. In Fig. 4, we report
the one-dimensional behaviour of gas density and gas temperature
Figure 4. One-dimensional distribution of gas mass density (lower lines)
and volume-weighted temperature (upper lines) for a line crossing our sim-
ulated volume, for all 2563 runs.
along a line crossing the position of the most massive galaxy cluster
in the volume, for all 2563 runs. The spatial distribution of gas den-
sity is well matched in all codes, and in particular the positions of the
gas density peaks associated with haloes and filaments agree within
a 1–2 cells accuracy (i.e. ∼400–800 kpc h−1 at this resolution). The
one-dimensional gas temperature profiles show very similar max-
ima near the gas density peaks, but sizable differences can be found
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Figure 5. Maps of projected mass-weighted temperature through the full cosmological volume of 100 Mpc h−1, for the three most resolved runs of our project.
in the outer regions. The bulk of the difference here is, however, a
simple effect of the variable smoothing length in GADGET3, which
provides a coarser resolution compared to grid codes for the regions
outside the clusters.
In the panels of Fig. 5, we report the maps of projected mass-
weighted temperature across the simulated volume, for the most
resolved runs of the project (run 256 for GADGET3 and runs 512 for
ENZO and TVD). The trend with resolution of the projected mass-
weighted temperature, at all resolutions, is reported in Fig. 6 for a
subvolume of 40 Mpc h−1 inside the cosmological box.
To readily compare Lagrangian and Eulerian data at the same
spatial resolution, the gas fields of GADGET3 runs have been inter-
polated on to a regular grid, with resolution equal to that of the
corresponding grid runs, using the same SPH kernel employed dur-
ing the simulation for each gas particle.
In GADGET3, overdense non-linear structures (e.g. haloes and sub-
haloes) are very similarly reconstructed at all resolutions, while
structures at about the critical density (e.g. cosmic filament) start
being resolved only at sufficiently high DM mass resolution. The
opposite trend appears in grid codes, where large-scale patterns are
soon reconstructed at all resolutions, while a clear modelling of the
smaller haloes and cluster satellites is achieved by only approaching
the highest available resolutions.
5.2 Distribution functions
A quantitative analysis of the differences between the codes is per-
formed by studying the volume-weighted distribution functions of
gas density and gas temperature at increasing resolution, as shown
in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 further shows the cross-comparison between the
highest resolution runs available for each code.
In this case, we adopt volume-weighted statistics for each bin
in gas density/temperature. Despite the obvious fact that volume-
weighted distributions cannot be translated into observable quanti-
ties (since the convolution of the two does not provide the total gas
energy within the simulated volume), we find this approach useful
to focus on the properties of the low-density, volume-filling baryon
gas around large-scale structures. Our purpose here is to highlight
the differences in the modelling of the lower density baryon gas at
large scales (which encompasses filaments and clusters of galax-
ies) in the different numerical methods. This can also be readily
compared with the early comparison work of Kang et al. (1994).
In addition, these volume-filling regions are expected to be an im-
portant site of acceleration of relativistic particles, via direct shock
acceleration at strong shocks (e.g. Miniati et al. 2001b; Ryu et al.
2003; Pfrommer et al. 2006; Vazza et al. 2009a).
In Section 5.3, we will rather refer to mass-weighted profiles of
gas density and gas temperature, since they are closely related to the
thermalization properties of internal merger shocks inside clusters.
As expected, the cross-convergence between different codes is
more satisfactory when resolution is increased: the density dis-
tribution runs with ≥2563 DM particles (i.e. with mDM ≤ 4.5 ×
109 M h−1) have the same average value in all codes within a
20–30 per cent scatter. The largest and the smallest gas densities
are similar within a factor of ∼2, and GADGET3 produces the most
extreme values in both cases. GADGET3 runs are also the ones which
provide the largest degree of self-convergence, with very similar
outputs at all investigated resolutions.
In the case of temperature distributions, ENZO presents the larger
degree of self-convergence (within a factor of ∼10 per cent) at all
resolutions, while the other codes show significant evolution with
resolution, especially at temperatures below T < 104–5 K.
We note that different floors in the value of temperature were
adopted in the three codes, to limit the lowest temperature available
to cells/particles of the simulated volume. For each code, we used
the temperature floor usually adopted by each simulator: a minimum
temperature of T0 = 1 K is allowed in ENZO, T0 = 2 K in TVD
and T0 = 24 K in GADGET3. This explains the different piling of
cells/particles in the temperature distributions below T < 50 K; we
also made sure that the adoption of different floor in temperature
does not affect in any way the temperature distribution above the
adopted T0.4
4 It should be stressed that all most recent simulations model the action of
the re-ionization background, hence increasing the minimum temperature
in the simulations to much larger values, T0 ∼ 103–104 K (e.g. Vazza et al.
2009a). Therefore, the analysis of the temperature distribution we present
here is meant to pinpoint the numerical problems of the various methods,
while the differences between runs employing re-ionization would be much
smaller.
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Figure 6. Maps of projected mass-weighted temperature for a subregion with the side of 40 Mpc h−1 for all codes and resolutions.
On the other hand, the temperature distributions found in the
simulations become quite similar for T > 106 K, which would cor-
respond to the typical virial temperatures of collapsed haloes; this
is in line with the early findings reported by Kang et al. (1994), and
later by O’Shea et al. (2005).
We conclude that even if the gas mass distribution within
haloes is rather convergent in all codes (for a DM mass res-
olution of mDM ≤ 4.5 × 109 M h−1), the convergence in the
gas temperature distribution is generally not yet reached, and
the cross-convergence between codes is not achieved for all re-
gions where T < 105–106, for the resolutions investigated in this
project.
In these regimes, some amount of spurious numerical heating
can be expected due to the graininess of DM mass distributions,
which makes two-body heating a likely channel of (unphysical)
energy transfer from the DM particles to the baryon gas (Stein-
metz & White 1997). The effect of two-body heating is expected
to decrease with the number of DM particles in the simulation;
so the trend with resolution in all codes qualitatively suggests that
at least part of the different temperature below T < 104 K is re-
lated to this effect. However, the evolution of gas temperature with
resolution in ENZO runs is extremely small compared to all other
codes.
Interestingly, a similar trend was noted by O’Shea et al. (2005),
by comparing the temperature distributions obtained with GADGET2
and ENZO (both using the PPM version of the code, or its formu-
lation with artificial viscosity, i.e. ENZO-ZEUS). The authors sug-
gested that the reported trends were consistent with an increas-
ing action of the effective viscosity employed in the hydrosolver
of the three codes, going from ENZO-PPM to ENZO-ZEUS to GAD-
GET2. This explanation is also likely in our case; we will come
to this point again in Section 6.5, in connection with the study
of phase diagrams for the shocked cells/particles in the various
runs.
5.3 Properties of galaxy clusters
Differently from the case of gas density and gas temperature dis-
tributions in the whole simulated volume, for which large statis-
tics is available, our set-up does not allow us to study the con-
vergence with resolution of cluster statistics for a large number
of objects. Given the minimum requirement of mass and spatial
resolutions outlined in the previous sections, we must expect that
only a few galaxy clusters in our (100 Mpc h−1)3 box are sampled
with enough particle/cells to allow the monitoring of thermody-
namical distributions inside the virial radius, being free from res-
olution effects, namely the two most massive clusters within the
sample:
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Figure 7. Gas density and volume-weighted gas temperature distributions for all resolutions and all codes. The critical density of baryons is ρcr,b ≈ 4.0 ×
10−31 g cm−3.
(i) cluster A – a system of total mass M = 1.36 × 1015 M h−1
and Rvir = 2.32 Mpc h−1, in a fairly relaxed dynamical stage;
(ii) cluster B – a system of total mass M = 1.64 × 1015 M h−1
and Rvir = 2.47 Mpc h−1, in an ongoing merger phase.
We preliminarily checked that the total masses at all resolutions
and in all codes are in agreement within a ∼6 per cent level within
Rvir, so that the general parameters defining the systems are nearly
identical in all the investigated resolutions.
However, we still have a minor source of scatter in the detailed
comparison of data, given by the fact that the different codes adopt
different time-stepping criteria, and even if the cosmic time of the
outputting of data is formally the same, tiny differences of the order
of a few ∼10 Myr can be expected in the data. This is expected to
be problem only for the comparison of small scales in the cluster
profiles, for which a perfect synchronization is impossible.
This issue is particularly relevant for the cluster merger B: at z =
0 the exact positions of the thermal features linked to the merger
event are spread at different distances from the cluster centre, as an
effect of tiny differences in the internal timings of the codes. In the
case of the relaxed cluster A, the spatial locations of subclumps are
much more similar in all codes.
In Fig. 9 (upper panels), we show the mass-weighted profiles of
mass density, temperature and of the gas mass clumping factor, δρ ≡
〈ρ2〉/〈ρ〉2, for cluster A at z = 0.
We define here the mass density profile as
∑
imi/Vshell, where mi
is the mass associated to each particle/cell in the simulation and
Vshell is the volume of each radial shell along the radius. The profile
thus defined is independent of the differences in the properties of
clumping within each shell, and allows us to investigate how the
matter is distributed in the different simulations. The computation of
the clumping factor then provides the complementary information
about the distribution function of gas matter within each radial
shell.5
In this case, the weighting by gas mass ensures that the profiles
are closely related to the thermal energy of the gas inside clusters,
which in turn depends on the statistics of energetic and low Mach
number internal shocks (see also Section 6).
The profiles of density and temperature converge with resolu-
tion rather steadily, with an agreement better than a ∼20 per cent
between the profiles at all radii, when different resolution are com-
pared. This is reassuring, since the combination of the above profiles
gives the profiles of the thermal energy distribution within the clus-
ters, and this is a rather well-converged finding in all codes. On the
other hand, the profiles of the gas clumping factor show a much
slower convergence even within each code, with sizable evolution
at all radii from the cluster centre. In all runs the clumping factor
increases with radius, and reaches 〈δρ〉 ∼ 10 outside Rvir. At the
best available resolutions, the self-convergence for each code is yet
to be reached, despite the fact that the profile of gas matter density
is much better behaved.
In Fig. 10, we report the volume-weighted profiles of the en-
tropic function (S = T/ρ2/3) for each particle/cell, for all codes and
5 We note that constructing the radial profiles at large distance from the
centre of clusters can be affected by tessellation problems in the case of
SPH runs, if the smoothing length of the particles is large compared to the
width of the shell used to compute the profile. The discreteness of grid cells
(whose edges may intersect more than a single radial shell) may be regarded
as a small source of uncertainty for the computation of the radial profiles
in the lower resolution grid runs. Correcting for this effect is non-trivial,
and complex tessellation techniques may be adopted in order to minimize
the above effect. We note, however, that the trends reported in our work are
generally much larger than the uncertainties associated with these issues.
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Figure 8. Cross-convergence of volume-weighted gas density and gas tem-
perature distributions for GADGET3 run with 2563 and grid runs with 5123.
resolution. The weighting by the volume here is chosen to focus
more on the trend of the entropy associated with the smooth,
volume-filling accretion around clusters. Compared to the more
standard ‘entropy’ profile, based on the ratio between temperature
and ρ2/3 profiles, we consider the profile of the entropic function
more useful to characterize the tiny differences of entropy which
could be very locally associated with different dynamical accretion
pattern in the different codes.
The study of mass-weighted entropy distributions in a smaller
resimulation of this project will be discussed in Section 5.4,
where we investigated the entropy generation associated with the
clumps of matter in clusters. In this case, GADGET3 runs are those
characterized by the slowest resolution compared to grid methods,
and they also present a peak of the entropy gradient at a significant
larger distance compared to TVD and ENZO runs. We also report
the interesting trend that, compared to grid methods, the increase in
spatial resolution causes a significant smoothing of the EJ in GAD-
GET3 clusters (see Fig. 11). At the best available resolution, the full
width at half-maximum of the entropy ‘jump’ in grid methods is sig-
nificantly smaller than in GADGET3 (∼2Rvir in TVD and ENZO versus
∼3Rvir in GADGET3). To check if differences in the clumping of gas
matter are responsible for the above differences, we also computed
the profiles for the 256 GADGET3 run by considering only the 50 per
cent less dense particles (Fig. 11), but no significant differences can
be found. This difference in GADGET3 can only be partially explained
by SPH smoothing effects, since the observed broadening is consid-
erably larger than the smoothing length at these overdensities. The
dynamics of shock waves on large-scale accretion pattern around
clusters are, however, expected to play the major role here; we will
further explore this issue in Section 6.
A second interesting feature of entropy profiles is the hint of
a flattening of the entropy profile at ≈0.3Rvir in clusters simulated
with ENZO compared to GADGET3 runs. This is in line with a number of
existing results in the literature (e.g. Frenk et al. 1999; Tasker et al.
2008; Wadsley, Veeravalli & Couchman 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009),
even if the grid resolution here is too coarse to show conclusive
evidence. However, tests employing efficient AMR with ENZO have
recently shown that the extreme flatness of the entropy profile in
these cluster runs inside 0.1Rvir is a very robust feature against
numerical and mass/spatial resolution effects (Vazza 2011).
Based on the literature, it seems likely that the differences in
the inner entropy profiles are produced by the different integrated
mixing role played by artificial viscosity which is enhanced in grid
codes compared to SPH (e.g. Wadsley et al. 2008; Mitchell et al.
2009). With our set-up, we tested in detail the way in which en-
tropy is advected inside clusters in ENZO and GADGET with a further
resimulation, discussed in Section 5.4 below.
On the other hand, it is very likely that the leading mechanism
which sets the shape of the entropy distribution beyond Rvir is the
action of shock waves. Gravitationally induced motions of gas mat-
ter are the leading drivers of shock waves in these simulations, and
therefore a detailed analysis of the distribution of gas matter in the
outer shells of simulated clusters is helpful to understand the re-
ported differences. While we defer to Section 6 a detailed study of
the morphologies and statistics of accretion shock around clusters,
here we study in detail the simple gas matter distribution in the outer
cluster regions, comparing different codes and resolutions.
The panels of Fig. 12 present the mass- and volume-weighted
distribution of gas matter within the radial shell 1.5Rvir ≤ r ≤ 2Rvir
outside cluster A, for the same runs of previous figures.
As expected, the volume-weighted distributions show that the
grid codes are able to resolve more structures (e.g. smooth filaments
of gas) in the low-density regions; on the other hand, it can be
seen in the mass-weighted distributions that GADGET3 resolves much
more collapsed objects, which are absent in the grid codes. This
corresponds to the larger number of gas clumps that can be visually
seen in the projected maps of Fig. 6. However, such material in grid
codes produces also an excess of baryon gas in the range 10−29 ≤
ρ ≤ 10−27 g cm−3, compared to GADGET3. These two excesses in
grid codes and in SPH produce signals of a similar order, which
explains why the average clumping factors reported in Fig. 9 are
quite similar, despite the fact that the differential distributions have
rather different shapes. The differential distributions of gas matter
in the outer shells provide a preliminary suggestion that the shock
waves associated with these accretions can be significantly different
in the two methods. Indeed, a larger contribution from stronger
shocks (driven by ‘smooth’, rather than ‘clumpy’ accretions) should
be expected on average in grid codes, at the same radius. The larger
EJs associated with these strong shocks around smooth accretions
may then well explain the differences of shape in the outer entropy
profiles of clusters A and B. For recent works employing higher
spatial and mass resolution to characterize in detail the clumping
and azimuthal scatter properties of gas matter in the outer region of
galaxy clusters, we address the reader to Roncarelli et al. (2006),
Burns, Skillman & O’Shea (2010), Vazza et al. (2011) and Nagai
& Lau (2011). The issue of matter clumping in the outskirts of
galaxy clusters has also recently become a topic available to X-ray
observations (e.g. Simionescu et al. 2011; Urban et al. 2011), and
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Figure 9. Mass-weighted profiles of gas density (left-hand column), gas temperature (centre column) and gas clumping factor (right-hand column) for cluster
A at various resolutions. GADGET runs are in the upper row, TVD runs are in the middle and ENZO runs are in the bottom row. Vertical dashed lines show the
minimum radius enclosing the minimum mass suitable for convergence studies, as introduced in Section 4.
Figure 10. Volume-weighted profiles of gas entropy (in arbitrary code units) for cluster A at various resolutions. The vertical dashed lines show the minimum
radius enclosing the minimum mass suitable for convergence studies, as introduced in Section 4.
therefore the predictions of different numerical methods, even at
∼Rvir, are going to be likely tested with observations in the next
future.
5.4 A test with tracers
In order to analyse in a more conclusive way the differences in
the entropy profiles of cluster, we performed a resimulation study
which followed in detail how the entropy of gas is build inside one
massive clusters during its evolution.
To this goal, we simulated a smaller volume of side 40 Mpc h−1,
whose initial conditions were produced in a similar way as in Sec-
tion 3; in this case, an even larger normalization for the matter power
spectrum parameter was used, σ 8 = 1.6, in order to form an M ∼
1015 M cluster inside this small volume.6
6 The initial conditions for the 40 Mpc h−1 box, at different resolutions, can
be found at this URL: http://canopus.cnu.ac.kr/shocks/case1/.
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Figure 11. Cross-comparison of the volume-weighted gas entropy profiles
(in arbitrary code units) for cluster A (left-hand column) and for cluster B
(right-hand column). GADGET3 runs at 128 are reported in dot–dashed, while
the 256 runs are in solid; the long dashed lines report the profiles for GADGET3
runs at 256, but considering only the 50 per cent less dense particles.
Since the entropy profiles of grid codes were found to be very
similar, for simplicity we tested here only the ENZO run with 2563
cells (corresponding to a spatial resolution of 156 kpc h−1 with a
GADGET3 run with 2563 gas particles).
We are interested in the evolution of gas entropy linked to the
matter accretion history of the cluster, and we identified all gas
subhaloes in place at z = 1 outside the main cluster in the volume,
and we followed their evolution in time. The location of their centres
(based on a spherical overdensity halo finder) is in agreement in
both simulations within a 200 kpc h−1 accuracy. We selected all
particles belonging to the three subhaloes in GADGET3 runs, while
(massless) tracer particles were placed inside the corresponding
cells in ENZO run. The distribution of tracers was generated using
a number density profile corresponding to a King profile, using
a sampling of ∼0.1 of the cell size. We checked that the final
tracers distributions are statistically independent of the particular
profile adopted for the initial generation (see also Vazza, Gheller &
Brunetti 2010b).
The gas tracers in ENZO were then evolved by updating their
positions according to the underlying Eulerian velocity field, with
the same procedure of Vazza et al. (2010b). In summary, the three-
dimensional velocity field was interpolated at the location of tracers
using a CIC kernel, and the positions were updated every two time-
steps of the simulation with a first-order integration. The entropy
assigned to the tracers at each time-step corresponds to the entropy
of the cells where each tracer sits at the time of observation.
The visual inspection of projected tracers/SPH particles positions
as a function of redshifts (Fig. 13) clearly shows that the accretion
of gas clumps is a different process in the two runs.
Even if the initial positions of the clumps centres are equal down
to the cell resolution, soon after their accretion through Rvir their
trajectories differ considerably: the particles from subhaloes in GAD-
GET3 soon mix with the main cluster atmosphere after accretion, and
most of the particles from subhaloes end up in the dense and low-
entropy cluster core. In ENZO the tracers mix more slowly at the
beginning, and most of accreted gas component is bound to the
infalling clumps even after crossing Rvir. In particular, most of the
tracers initially located in two clumps (coloured in blue and in
grey) never penetrate inside the core of the main cluster, but find
themselves settling at larger cluster radii, ∼0.2–0.3 Rvir.
The analysis of the entropy profiles of the main cluster and of SPH
particles/tracers is presented in Fig. 14, and confirms the difference
in the accretion history of the two methods. In this case, since we
are interested in the evolution of gas clumps, the weighting by gas
density of the entropic function is adopted here.
In GADGET3, only a fraction of the matter from clumps is shock
heated to higher entropy, and the unshocked low-entropy material
can be delivered to the low-entropy centre of the main cluster,
where it remains until the end of the simulation. Already at z =
0.25 (∼5 Gyr after their accretion inside Rvir) the entropy of SPH
particles from subhaloes is nearly identical to the entropy of the
main cluster. On the other hand, in ENZO run the gas from clumps is
soon shock heated to higher entropy values (compared to particles
in subhaloes in GADGET3), and it retains its entropy for a larger time,
placing on average on radii external to the cluster core. In the ENZO
run, there is still a relevant scatter in the entropy of tracers at z = 0.1,
compared to the main profile of the cluster, which is very different
from GADGET3 results.
Our results suggest that the following different mechanisms are
at work in the two methods: (a) in SPH, accreted clumps soon
lose their gas because of the interaction with the ICM of the main
cluster, the entropy of their gas gets quickly in an equilibrium with
the atmosphere of the host cluster and many particles from the
subhaloes can end up within the low-entropy core of the main
cluster; (b) in PPM, accreted clumps are efficiently shock heated
while they enter the atmosphere of the main cluster; they reach more
slowly equilibrium with the average entropy of the main cluster
atmosphere and most of their accreted material sets to a higher
adiabat in the cluster profile (compared to the SPH run), avoiding
concentration within the cluster core.
In both cases, we observe that the shock heating and mixing
motions following the matter accretions from small satellites (i.e.
minor mergers) are not efficient processes in changing the overall
shape of the entropy profile within the main cluster, which is already
in place at z ∼ 1.
Figure 12. Mass-weighted (solid lines) and volume-weighted (dashed) distributions of gas density within the shell 1.5 ≤ r/Rvir ≤ 2 around cluster A, for all
simulated runs.
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Figure 13. First two columns: projected map of gas density (colours) and tracers positions for four time-steps in ENZO 256 run, for the test simulation described
in Section 5.4. Last two columns: same as in the first four panels, but for GADGET3 256 run. The side of the images and the line of sight are comoving 12 Mpc h−1
in all cases.
Figure 14. Radial profiles of the physical gas entropy (in arbitrary code units) corresponding to all panels in Fig. 13. The solid lines show the average mass-
weighted entropy profiles for the complete GADGET3/particles (four left-hand panels) and ENZO/cell distributions (four right-hand panels), while the overlaid
colours show the contribution from particles/tracers initially located within the three selected subhaloes.
On the other hand, we can speculate that the different trajec-
tories and thermodynamical evolution of the gas matter accreted
by subclumps in the two methods highlight the sizable differences
of transport phenomena in the two schemes, which are relevant to
many astrophysical topics in galaxy clusters (e.g. metal enrichment,
cosmic ray transport, non-thermal emissions).
Since we do not make use of AMR in ENZO simulations here, the
spatial resolution is too poor to study fluid instabilities and cluster
turbulence (for studies of tracers in high-resolution ENZO runs with
AMR, see Vazza et al. 2010b; Vazza 2011). However, we note that
at this point it is clear that the flatness of inner cluster entropy profile
generally found in PPM codes is not a product of employing AMR
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itself, but it is a more fundamental feature linked to shocks and
mixing inside clusters.
In their seminal work, Mitchell et al. (2009) investigated the pro-
duction of cluster entropy in a binary clusters merger with GADGET
and the PPM code FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000), and found that the
most important factor which produces the differences seen in the
two numerical methods is the early mixing of entropy during the
collision of cluster cores, driven by fluid instabilities, which is much
more pronounced in PPM than in SPH. Our test here shows that the
ways in which fluid instabilities and shocks follow the accretion of
smaller subunits of cluster also differ in the two approaches, and
lead to dissimilar entropy tracks for the accreted gas.
6 SH O C K WAV E S I N C O S M O L O G I C A L
SIMULATION S
Many of the differences previously found between the codes, such as
the temperature structures in low-density environments and entropy
distributions in the innermost and in the outer regions of clusters, are
likely connected to the dynamics of matter accretion processes in
the accretion regions of large-scale structures. In these regions, the
activity of strong shock waves is the leading driver of thermalization,
entropy generation and possibly of cosmic ray acceleration in large-
scale structures (e.g. Ryu et al. 2003), via the DSA mechanism (e.g.
Blandford & Ostriker 1978).
The numerical modelling of shock waves is among the most
important tasks that cosmological codes must correctly perform in
run time; several different numerical techniques, involving the use
of ad hoc numerical viscosity (as in SPH) or the solution of the
Riemann problem through explicit methods (as in PPM or TVD),
have been adopted for this task (see e.g. Dolag et al. 2008, for a
review).
All these methods generally perform well in the case of rather
simple shock problem (e.g. Tasker et al. 2008), while their perfor-
mances in the very complex environment of large-scale structure
simulations are more uncertain. To date, no detailed comparison of
the statistics of shocks developed in the various numerical method
has ever been published; our sample of runs thus offers the opti-
mal framework to test the outcomes of the different methods in the
cosmic volume.
In order to readily compare the statistics of shocks in each sim-
ulations, a shock-finding method is needed to detect and measure
the strength of shocks in the simulations. To this end, we start by
presenting the shock-detecting method explicitly developed to work
on each specific code in our project.
6.1 Shocks-capturing algorithm
The Rankine–Hugoniot jump conditions allow one to evaluate the
shock Mach number, M, from the thermodynamical state of the
pre- and post-shock regions (under the assumption of a pre-shock
medium at rest and in thermal and pressure equilibrium). If the
adiabatic index is set to γ = 5/3, one has the well-known relations























with indices 1, 2 referring to pre- and post-shock quantities, respec-
tively, and where the entropy S is S = T/ρ2/3.
In practice, measuring M of shocks in cosmological simulations
is more problematic than in this ideal case: matter falling in the
potential wells drives chaotic motions and the temperature dis-
tribution around shocks is usually patchy due to the continuous
accretion of cold clumps and filaments into hot haloes. These com-
plex behaviours establish complex pattern of pre-shocks velocity,
temperature and density fluctuations which makes problematic to
measure Ranking–Hugoniot jumps in a clean way. To overcome this
problem, detailed analysis strategies have been conceived over the
last years, with the goal of recovering the measure of M in fully
cosmological simulations in the most accurate way.
6.1.1 The temperature jump (TJ) method
The analysis of jumps in temperature is a powerful way of measuring
the strength of shocks in Eulerian cosmological simulations, and its
application was first discussed in Miniati et al. (2001b), with a more
sophisticated formulation in Ryu et al. (2003). The cells hosting a
possible shock pattern are preliminarily tagged by two conditions:
(i) ∇T · ∇S > 0;
(ii) ∇ · v < 0.
The additional condition on the strength of the temperature gra-
dient across cells is also customary requested:
(i) |log T| ≥ 0.11
(specifically |log T| ≥ 0.11 filters out shocks with a Mach number
M < 1.3; Ryu et al. 2003).
It is customary to simplify the process of identification of shocked
cells by using a one-dimensional procedure applied successively in
three orthogonal directions. In the case of multiple shocked cells in
close contact, the centre of shocks, which can be spread across two
to three zones, is placed where ∇ · v is minimum. Then the Mach
number is calculated based on equation (2), where T2 and T1 are the
post- and pre-shock temperatures across the shock region.7 In the
following sections, we will refer to this method as the TJ method.
In this work, we applied the TJ method following the original
formulation of Ryu et al. (2003), with the exception that we do
not employ the temperature floor of T0 = 104 customarily used to
mimic the effect of re-ionization, in order to readily compare with
the outcomes of the other simulations of the project.
6.1.2 The velocity jump (VJ) method
A similar approach, based on the post-processing analysis of VJs
across cells in grid simulations, was proposed in Vazza et al. (2009a)
for the analysis of ENZO simulations. Conservation of momentum in
the reference frame of the shock yields
ρ1v1 = ρ2v2, (4)
7 We note that Skillman et al. (2008) pointed out that the application of a
split coordinate approach to the TJ method may lead to an overestimate in
the number of shocks, compared to an unsplit TJ method, in ENZO AMR
simulations. The bulk of the thermalized energy at shocks, however, is only
marginally affected by the above differences.
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with the same notation used in equations (1)–(3). In the ideal case
in which the pre-shocked medium is at rest and in thermal and
pressure equilibrium, the passage of a shock with velocity vs leaves
a v imprint as a velocity difference between the shocked and pre-
shocked cells. In the lab frame, a relation holds between v and M,







where vs = Mcs and cs is the sound velocity computed in the pre-
shocked cell.
The procedure to identify shocks in three dimension with the VJ
method follows the following steps.
(i) Candidate shocked cells are selected as ∇ · v < 0 (calculated
as three-dimensional velocity divergence).
(ii) If more candidate shocked cells are found together, the one
with the minimum ∇ · v is considered as the shock centre.
(iii) The three Cartesian axes are scanned with one-dimensional
sweeps, and vx,y,z jumps along the axis of scan are measured,
between cells located at a l distance on opposite side of the shock
centre. In ENZO PPM, we can safely use l = 1, therefore M is
measured across three cells (see e.g. Vazza et al. 2009a, for a detailed
discussion).
(iv) The sound speed is taken from the cell in the tagged patch
which shows the lower temperature, and based on this the Mach
number along each direction is computed from equation (5).
(v) We finally reconstruct the three-dimensional Mach number
in the shocked cell with M = (M2x + My2 + M2z )1/2.
In the following, we refer to this procedure as the VJ method.
Vazza et al. (2009a) reported overall consistency between VJ
and TJ method in ENZO simulations with fixed grid resolution, with
minor differences in the most rarefied environments. In Vazza et al.
(2009b, 2010a), the application of the VJ method is extended to
ENZO runs with AMR.
The application of a qualitatively similar method, working on
the velocity field of SPH particles in GADGET3 simulations, has also
been presented by Hoeft et al. (2008).
6.1.3 The entropy jump (EJ) method
A method to measure the Mach number of gas flows in GADGET runs
was presented in Pfrommer et al. (2006). In this method, a run-time
algorithm monitors in run time the evolution of entropy for each
particles, and from the EJ (in time) the Mach number of the shock
can be inferred.
The instantaneous injection rate of the entropic function due to
shocks for each SPH particle is dA(S)/dt, where A is the entropic
function, defined by P = A(S)ργ (where P is the gas pressure). If the
shock is broadened over a scale of the order of the SPH smoothing
length fhh (fh ∼ 2 is a factor which has to be calibrated with shock-
tube tests), one can roughly estimate the time it takes for the particle
to pass through the broadened shock front as t = fhh/v, where v
can be approximated with the pre-shock velocity v1. Assuming that
the present particle temperature is a good approximation for the
pre-shock temperature, it is possible to replace v1 with M1c1.
Based on these assumptions and using A1 tdA1/dt, the jump
of the entropic function of the particle crossing a shock will be
A2
A1
= A1 + A1
A1














where, using equations (1) and (2), one has
fA(M1) ≡ 2γM
2
1 − (γ − 1)
γ + 1




that, combined with equations (6) and (7), gives





The right-hand side of equation (9) can be estimated individually
for each particle, and equation (9) allows us to estimate their Mach
number (see Pfrommer et al. 2006, for details). In the following, we
will refer to this method as EJ method.
The EJ method has been applied in a series of papers to charac-
terize shocks on the fly, inject CRs with a Mach-number-dependent
acceleration efficiency, account for the non-linear back reaction of
the CR pressure on the hydrodynamics and following the trans-
port of CRs during GADGET3 simulations of cosmological structure
formation, galaxy and galaxy cluster formation (Pfrommer et al.
2006, 2007, 2008; Jubelgas et al. 2008; Pfrommer 2008; Pinzke &
Pfrommer 2010; Pinzke, Pfrommer & Bergstrom 2011). In our work
here, the original EJ scheme has been applied in run time to GADGET3
runs, and the measured distributions of Mach numbers for the gas
particles have been analysed in post-processing.
6.2 Shocks maps and morphologies
We measured the strength of shocks in our simulations, by applying
the TJ method in post-processing to TVD runs, the VJ method
in post-processing to ENZO run and the EJ method in run time for
GADGET3 runs.
The panels in Fig. 15 show the large-scale pattern of shock waves
for a thin slice (of 550 kpc) in the simulated box at z = 0, for the
best available resolutions in all codes. Only for display purposes,
the Mach numbers measured in GADGET3 have been interpolated on
to regular grids with resolution corresponding to a 2563 mesh.
Even at the best available resolution, the morphological distribu-
tions of shocks in the various runs look less similar than what is gen-
erally found for the density-weighted maps of temperature (Figs 5
and 6). In all runs, innermost region of clusters and filaments hosts
only weak shocks, M ∼ 2–5, while the strongest shocks are located
outside cosmic structures. However, the strong external shocks are
very sharp and regular in grid codes, while they seem to be grouped
in clumps in GADGET3. While in GADGET3 runs the shocked structures
are rather volume filling (due to the smoothing kernel in less dense
regions), in both grid methods the shocks outside the clusters are
regular surfaces with radius of curvature ∼3–10 Mpc, with a very
small volume-filling factor.
We note that this difference between SPH and grid methods de-
pends on the different resolutions outside Rvir; however, the general
trend is that when the spatial and mass resolution of DM particles
is increased, the differences between grid codes and SPH are even
more sizable.
This is shown in the panels of Fig. 16, which zoom into the cluster
region at the centre of the cosmological box. Looking at the strong
external shocks in the upper left sector of the cluster, one can see
that these features become increasingly sharper and more regular
in grid methods, while they become stronger and more clumpy in
GADGET3 runs. On the other hand, the trend with resolution inside
the cluster is quite similar in all codes, with increasingly thinner
and weaker shocks as the resolution is increased.
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Figure 15. Projected maps of shocks (in log M) for a slice of 75 Mpc h−1 in the simulated volume for the most resolved runs of the sample (left: ENZO at 5123;
centre: GADGET at 2563; right: TVD at 5123). We adopt a weighting by volume for each particle/cells, and a fixed width of ≈550 kpc along the line of sight in
all maps.
Figure 16. Map of shocks (in log M) for a slice with the side of 25 Mpc h−1 through the centre of cluster B. The first row reports the results of the TVD runs
and the temperature jump shock finder as a function of resolution, the second row reports the results for the PPM runs and the velocity jumps shock finder, the
third row reports the results from the SPH runs and the EJ shock finder. From left to right column, the width along the line of sight is 2200, 1100, 550 and
275 kpc, respectively.
6.3 Mach number distributions
The volume distribution of Mach numbers in the cosmological
volume is a simple statistical proxy that allows us to readily
compare the different shock finder and underlying simulations.
However, they cannot be directly translated into observational quan-
tities, and therefore their study is just intended to be useful in
cross-checking of numerical implementations, rather than a physical
test.
Fig. 17 shows the volume-weighted distribution of shocks Mach
number from all runs using our projects.
At the best available resolution, the distributions from the differ-
ent methods are quite similar, showing a peak of shocks at M ∼ 1.5
and a steep decrease at stronger shocks. Compared to the peak, the
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Figure 17. Volume-weighted number distributions of shocks at all resolutions and for all simulations. In the right-hand panel, also the results from the grid
codes (at the maximum available resolution) are shown for comparison.
average frequency of M > 1000 shocks is ∼10−5 in GADGET, and
∼10−3 in ENZO and TVD.
GADGET runs present the best degree of self-convergence, with
very little evolution between runs 643 and 2563. The VJ method
applied to ENZO runs, on the other hand, shows the slowest degree
of evolution, with a particularly poor performance at the 643 run;
this is due to the difficulty of removing baryon bulk flows from VJs
associated with shocks at very low grid resolutions. The TJ method
presents a notable self-convergence at all resolutions, although the
643–1283 run presents a different convexity in the range 10 ≤ M ≤
100 (where the contribution from internal and external shocks takes
place), similar to the converged findings of the EJ method applied
to GADGET3.
In both grid codes, the increase of resolution always causes a
progressive weakening of the strongest shocks in the most rarefied
environments; also the bump of external shocks is progressively
shifted towards lower M.
We note that, at the best available resolution here, the conver-
gence in all simulations (and most significantly in grid codes) is not
yet reached, even if it looks approaching; the same is true also for
the distribution of thermal energy flux across shocks (Section 6.4).
Based on the tests in the literature, run with these same codes (e.g.
Ryu et al. 2003; Skillman et al. 2008; Vazza et al. 2009a,b), one can
see that a very good convergence (i.e. better than a ∼10 per cent
level) in the most important shock statistics is expected for a spatial
resolutions of ∼50–100 kpc, which are below our best resolution
here. However, the trend with resolution is usually very regular, and
the differences reported here are significant, despite the fact that a
small evolution with resolution may still be present. We also remark
that an additional and unavoidable source of difference with reso-
lution is due to the ways in which the shock-finder methods work,
because the dependence on resolution of the different thermody-
namical jumps used for the computation can be different, especially
for very coarse resolution.
We also note here that the modelling of a reheating UV radi-
ation from massive stars and active galactic nuclei is crucial for
a realistic estimate of the baryon gas temperature outside cos-
mic structures (e.g. Haardt & Madau 1996). In order to measure
realistic Mach number in the rarefied universe outside clusters,
groups and filaments, a re-ionization temperature background is
usually accounted in simulations, either in post-processing (Ryu
et al. 2003; Skillman et al. 2008; Vazza et al. 2009a) or in run time
(Pfrommer et al. 2006; Vazza et al. 2010a). In this case, the minimum
temperature in all simulations is set by the low temperature floor
(see Section 5.2); however, the differences in the values adopted in
the different codes (from 1 K, in the case of ENZO, to 24 K, in the
case of GADGET3) cannot account for the sizable differences in the
distribution of Mach numbers.
The differences between the methods are highlighted when we
plot the volume-weighted average Mach number of shocks, ˆM , as
a function of gas density (Fig. 18). The results of the different
codes are consistent only for ρ/ρcr ≥ 10 regions (typical of the
outskirts of galaxy clusters and filaments), with ˆM ∼ 2. At lower
densities, we report the following trend: in SPH ˆM is smoothly
increasing, moving towards lower density regions, while in grid
codes the transition of ˆM moving to lower densities is very sharp,
Figure 18. Volume-weighted mean Mach number as a function of gas density, for all runs of the project.
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Figure 19. Maps of projected thermalized energy flux at shock waves [in units of log (erg s−1)] across the whole simulated volume (top panels) and for a
subregion of side 25 Mpc h−1 centred on the most massive galaxy cluster of the sample (bottom panels).
and causes a net increase of ˆM by two orders of magnitude in both
grid methods. These large differences in the range ρ/ρcr < 10 mirror
the different thermal structures of baryons in the outermost regions
of large scale structures (LSS) in grid codes and in SPH (Section 5).
In these environments, the self-convergence in grid codes is not yet
reached even at the best available resolution of 195 kpc h−1.
6.4 Energy distributions
The thermal energy flux across each shock in the simulations is
measured as
fth = δ(M)ρpreM3c3s /2, (10)
where ρpre is the pre-shock gas density and δ(M) is a monotonically
increasing function of M which follows from Rankine–Hugoniot
jump conditions, whose formula can be found for instance in Kang
et al. (2007).
In the TJ and VJ methods, this quantity is computed in post-
processing based on the shock direction, while in the EJ method f th
is measured in run time.
We remark that in all three methods the numerical recipes to
compute the effective thermalization at the post-shock are tuned to
remove the effect of adiabatic compression of the gas in the post-
shock region, which can provide sizable additional thermalization
in the regime of weak shocks (see Ryu et al. 2003; Pfrommer et al.
2006).
We report in Fig. 19 the projected map of f th across the simulated
volume in the best resolved runs (top panels), and for a zoomed
region of 25 Mpc h−1 (bottom panels). We also report for compar-
ison with the SPH run the corresponding ENZO 2563 run. The flux
coming from the innermost cluster region looks morphologically
similar in all cases, with a compact and spherical ‘envelope’ of
energetic shocks concentrated inside the virial volume of haloes.
The differences are more sizable at the scale of filaments and in the
outer region of clusters, where we note very sharp shock surfaces
even in projection in grid methods, while much smoother pattern is
found in GADGET3, with external accretion shock extending at larger
distances from the centre of clusters. This effect mirrors the cor-
responding distribution of gas entropy at larger scales, which we
reported in the analysis of the radial profile of the entropic function
(Section 5.3). The zoomed images of Fig. 19 additionally show that
complex intersections of merger shocks are modelled inside the
overdense regions in grid codes, while very smooth distribution ap-
pears in the projected GADGET maps. Taking as a reference the ENZO
run with 2563, we see that the above differences are not trivially
due to resolution effects, since the large-scale shock patterns in the
grid code do not significantly get smoother or shift in position even
if the resolution of the simulation is made coarser. The differential
distributions of f th for all runs are reported in Fig. 20. In this case,
the contribution coming from the low-density regions is fairly neg-
ligible and results are found to be in an overall good agreement.
As in the case of number distributions, the EJ method presents the
largest degree of self-convergence, and the VJ method presents the
slowest degree of self-convergence.
The grid codes present the clear trend of processing less thermal
flux at M  10 shocks when resolution is increased, while in
SPH slightly more energy flux is processed at strong shocks when
resolution is increased (although this amount is negligible compared
to the peak of thermalization in the box). In the bottom panels of
the same figure, we also show the cumulative distribution for the
same run, normalized to the total flux inside the cosmic volume for
each run.
At their best resolution, all codes agree in several important find-
ings. (a) The peak of thermalization is found at M ∼ 2, consistent
with most previous works in the literature (e.g. Ryu et al. 2003;
Pfrommer et al. 2006, 2007; Skillman et al. 2008; Vazza et al.
2009b, 2010a). (b) The general shape of the distributions is quite
similar, with a steep power-law behaviour, d log f th/d log M ∼ M−α .
The slope is α ∼ 3 in grid codes and α ∼ 2.5 in GADGET3 runs;
this is steeper compared to the findings in the literature, because
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Figure 20. Top panels: differential distributions of the thermalized energy flux through shocks at all resolution and for all codes. Bottom panels: cumulative
distributions for the same runs.
we are not modelling here the re-ionization background. (c) The
cumulative distributions for M < 10 shocks are very similar in all
codes, and only ∼1 per cent of the total thermal flux inside the cos-
mic volume belongs to shocks with M > 10. These findings suggest
that, despite sizable differences in the shapes and statistics of strong
external shocks in the accretion regions of large-scale structures, the
bulk of the energetic properties of shocks within the cosmic volume
is a rather well-converged answer from cosmological simulations.
6.5 Phase diagrams for shocked regions
To pinpoint the differences between the codes, we find it useful
to extract the phase diagram of shocked cells for the various runs
within the total cosmic volume. Panels in Figs 21 and 22 show the
flux-weighted mean Mach number, ˆM , and thermal flux (normalized
to the total thermal flux in the cosmic volume) for the shocked cells
of runs 643, 1283 and 2563.
In grid codes, as soon as the spatial resolution is large enough to
model the innermost region of collapsed haloes, a compact ‘group’
of cells at ˆM ≤ 10 is formed in the upper right corner of the phase
diagram, while a much broader region of strong shocks is found at
lower densities at across a wide range of temperatures. In GADGET3,
a similar ‘group’ of points corresponding to haloes is formed, but it
has less sharp contours and it smoothly extends to lower densities,
where strong outer shocks from a concentration is much narrower
compared to grid codes.
If the dissipated energy flux is concerned (Fig. 22), again less dis-
agreement is found among codes. At all resolutions, about ∼90 per
cent of the total dissipated energy in the box is found at cells with
ρ/ρcr ≥ 102 and T ≥ 107 K.
One should expect a high degree of convergence in the statis-
tics and morphologies of energy-dissipating structures in the three
codes: indeed the main sources of heating in these adiabatic runs
are shocks, and the cross-comparisons in Sections 5.1–5.3 have
shown that most of the thermal properties of haloes are in good
agreement.
On the other hand, shocks are also the main source of entropy
generation in these simulations, and we showed that the haloes in
the different codes present notable differences both in the inner
and outer entropy distributions (Sections 5.3 and 5.4) and are likely
related to details of shocks dynamics away from the most dissipative
structures in simulations.
Fig. 23 shows the illustrative case of the scatter plot for the post-
shock entropy versus ˆM diagram. We restrict to T > 100 K regions
in order to avoid any artefacts due to different low temperature
floors adopted in the various codes (see Section 5.2).
A concentration of high entropy and weak shocks (in red colour,
in the figure) is common to all simulated data, and marks the shock
energy dissipation in innermost region of galaxy clusters.
However, in grid codes a concentration of points is also present
for ˆM > 102, as diagonal stripe in the plane ( ˆM ,S). The points
in this region (in blue colour) trace external shocks, for which the
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Figure 21. Phase diagrams for shocked cells in the simulations; colour coding shows the flux-weighted average Mach number. Additional isocontours with a
coarse binning in ˆM space are shown for clarity.
post-shock entropy is tightly correlated with ˆM (equation 3) for
strong M > 10 shocks, leading to an S2 ∝ ˆM2.
This ‘phase’ of shocked gas is almost completely missing in SPH
runs.
We verified that in the grid codes the strong shocks following the
S2 ∝ ˆM2 correlation are systematically located at the outskirts of
galaxy clusters and filaments, while the concentration at ˆM < 10
shocks comes from cells within collapsed haloes. In this second
case, energetic and weak shocks are unable to change the post-
shock entropy in a relevant way, and no strong relation is found
between S and ˆM . Therefore, in GADGET entropy is released in the
simulation at the same location of the most dissipative structures in
the universe, whereas in both grid codes a sizable amount of entropy
is also released at outer accretion shocks, which are not responsible
for sizable energy dissipation.
This suggests the important point that, although thermalized
energy is processed in the various codes in a rather consistent
way, the gas entropy in grid codes and in SPH is increased in
shock structures with rather different morphologies and thermo-
dynamical properties. Considering that the production of entropy
at outer shocks is also responsible for the innermost entropy
profile in clusters (Section 5.4), we suggest that this finding is
also relevant in understanding the detailed properties of advection
of matter (and possibly CR) inside galaxy clusters, over cosmic
time.
One possibility is that the absence of strong entropy generation
at outer shocks in GADGET3 is due to pre-shock entropy generation
by artificial viscosity (e.g. O’Shea et al. 2005), which would also be
consistent with the trend reported in the temperature distributions
of Section 5.2. An additional effect here is likely the smearing of
shocks at low densities in SPH, which makes it difficult for the
shock solver in GADGET3 to update the particles entropy in a fully
consistent way, if several smeared shocks merge together in the
accretion regions.
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Figure 22. Phase diagrams for shocked cells in the simulations; colour coding shows the ratio of the thermal flux, normalized to the total flux within the
simulations. Additional isocontours with a coarse binning in [E(M)/Etot]1/2 space are shown for clarity.
Figure 23. Mach versus entropy diagrams for shocked regions of the 2563 runs.
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6.6 Shocks in clusters and cosmic rays acceleration
Galaxy clusters are expected to be the most important accelera-
tors of CR in the universe (e.g. Miniati et al. 2001b; Ryu et al.
2003; Pfrommer et al. 2007); it is therefore important to anal-
yse in detail also the estimated properties of CR acceleration
at shocks, in the most massive galaxy clusters of our simulated
volume.
In Fig. 24, we report the average radial profile of mean Mach
number, ˆM , for clusters A and B, showing both the results of the
weighting by gas density (dashed lines) and by the dissipated energy
flux (solid lines). Despite the different dynamical state of the two
systems, we measure ˆM ∼ 2 for r < 0.5 Rvir in all runs. Approaching
the cluster virial radius, the grid codes show a sharp increase in the
mean Mach number (weighted by dissipated flux), which reaches
strong shocks, ˆM ∼ 10, at ∼2Rvir. In GADGET3, the increase in the
mean shocks strength is smooth, and ˆM < 3 is always found inside
Rvir. The above trends are similar but less evident, if the weighting
by gas density is adopted. These two trends mirror the trends in the
outer entropy profiles (Sections 5.3 and 5.4), and can be explained
by noting that the medium is more clumpy in GADGET3 runs, and
that the shocks are always thinner and stronger at this location in
grid codes, marking a very sharp transition between large-scale
structures and the rarefied Universe.
In order to explore the possible effect played by the above differ-
ences in the global efficiency of clusters to produce the CR energy
flux at shocks, we applied to all simulations a recipe to estimate the
CR acceleration efficiency at shocks, with a standard application of
the DSA theory (e.g. Kang & Jones 2002). According to this model,
the CR acceleration at each shocks is parametrized as a function of
the Mach number:
fCR = η(M)ρpreM3v3s /2, (11)
where η(M) is a monotonically increasing function of M, whose
numerical approximation can be found, for instance, in Kang et al.
(2007). This prescription for the acceleration of CRs is quite ide-
alized, and more recent work by the same authors also take into
account Alfve´n waves drift and dissipation at the shock precur-
sor (Kang et al. 2007), causing a lower acceleration efficiency for
shocks with M < 10. Also, this recipe neglects the role of the
re-acceleration of pre-existing CR, which can as well affect in a
significant way the efficiency of acceleration at weak shocks (e.g.
Kang & Ryu 2010).
The bottom panels of Fig. 24 show the radial profiles for the
mean acceleration efficiency at shocks f CR/f th, for clusters A and B
at the best available resolutions in all codes. In the relaxed cluster
A, the agreement is reasonably good and all codes show a minimum
efficiency f CR/f th ∼ 0.1, at the cluster core, with a similar increasing
Figure 24. Top panels: profiles of density-weighted and energy-flux-weighted average Mach number for cluster A (left-hand panel) and cluster B (right-hand
panel). Bottom panels: profiles of the CR acceleration efficiency, f CR/f th for cluster A (left-hand panel) and cluster B (right-hand panel) at the best available
resolutions in all codes.
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profile up to a maximum of f CR/f th ∼ 0.7 at Rvir. Outside this
radius, the trends of grid codes and SPH largely diverge as in all
cases reported before, and the acceleration efficiency in GADGET3
run decreases.
The comparison of the results for cluster B suffers from the timing
issue reported in Section 5.3, which is further amplified by the non-
linearity of equation (11). This produces a large scatter from code
to code in f CR/f th inside the cluster, but approaches the same values
and trend of cluster A for ≥Rvir.
We stress that the reported differences for cluster B are represen-
tative of the level of intrinsic scatter that simulations with different
numerical codes are subject to, which in turn adds a level of un-
avoidable uncertainty when estimates of CR injections from clusters
are estimated using too small number of objects.
It is worth stressing that the above estimates of CR acceleration
efficiency are already at the edge, if not outside, of the range of
permissible energy ratio between CR and thermal gas from gamma
rays (e.g. Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004; Reimer 2004; Aharonian et al.
2009; Ackermann et al. 2010; Aleksic´ et al. 2010; Donnert et al.
2010; Pinzke et al. 2011), radio (Brunetti et al. 2007, 2008) and
X-ray/optical observations (Churazov et al. 2008). Given the fairly
simple set-ups of the simulations considered in this work (e.g. no
radiative processes, no re-ionization, idealized recipe for CR accel-
eration at shocks, no self-consistent CR feedback, coarse spatial and
mass resolutions, no magnetic fields), this is not surprising and it
suggests that a completely self-consistent treatment of CR, in pres-
ence of other important non-thermal component (such as magnetic
fields), is needed to model observations.
On the other hand, these findings may also imply that the nu-
merical implementation of the complex non-linear physics of non-
thermal phenomena in large-scale structures can be subject to addi-
tional uncertainties, because the basic thermodynamical evolution
of accreted cosmic baryons in large-scale structures is not yet un-
ambiguously constrained even by rather simple cosmological sim-
ulations.
7 D ISCUSSION
In this work, we presented the results of a numerical study which
compares cosmological simulations at various resolutions, obtained
with GADGET3 (Springel 2005), ENZO (Norman et al. 2007) and TVD
(Ryu et al. 1993).
The chosen simulation set-up is very simple (only gravity forces
and non-radiative hydrodynamics are modelled) and it is therefore
particularly suitable to study the convergence among widely used,
complementary numerical approaches. This kind of comparison
may also be helpful to explore the reasons for differences in the
thermal and non-thermal properties of galaxy clusters runs.
We have analysed in detail the properties of the DM distribu-
tion, thermal gas matter distribution, shock waves and CR accel-
eration efficiencies within the simulated volume in all codes, and
we highlighted all most convergent and least convergent findings of
all codes, as a function of the numerical resolution and of cosmic
environment.
7.1 Summary of dark matter and thermal gas properties
An overall satisfactory agreement between the three codes is
found for runs with DM mass resolution better than mDM < 4 ×
1010 M h−1, in line with previous comparison works. In particular,
we report a good cross-convergence of the following measures.
(i) The mass distribution function and baryon fraction for haloes
in the simulations are found in agreement within an ≈5–10 per cent,
across a range of masses. The rate of convergence with resolution in
grid codes is much slower than in GADGET3. These results are in line
with the works by O’Shea et al. (2005) and Heitmann et al. (2008).
(ii) The profiles of DM of haloes are well converged in all codes,
for all the virial volume except for the scales close to the gravi-
tational softening of all codes, consistent with the literature (e.g.
Frenk et al. 1999).
(iii) The gas density distributions are in agreement within 10–
20 per cent, for densities in the range 1 ≤ ρ/ρcr ≤ 100. High density
peaks are found to be located at equal positions within the spatial
resolution of the simulations.
(iv) The gas temperature distributions are in agreement with a 5–
10 per cent accuracy only for T > 106 K regions, which correspond
to the typical virial temperature of the smallest haloes produced in
the simulations, in agreement with the findings reported by Kang
et al. (1994) and O’Shea et al. (2005).
(v) The gas temperature and the gas density profiles of the most
massive clusters in the sample are similar within a 10–20 per cent
accuracy, consistent with Frenk et al. (1999). Time integration of
a chaotic system results in slightly different spatial realizations
of substructure, in particular during mergers. This introduces an
episodic source of additional uncertainty.
On the other hand, notable differences are found in the following
measures.
(i) The gas density and gas temperature distributions for ρ/ρcr <
1 and for T < 106 K regions are in disagreement up to two to three
orders of magnitude among simulations, even at the best available
resolutions in the project.
(ii) The entropy profiles for clusters simulated with grid codes
show a sharp peak located at ∼2–3Rvir, while the profiles in GADGET3
present a similar shape, but spread across a sizable larger volume.
(iii) The inner entropy profile of clusters simulated with ENZO is
flat inside ∼0.1Rvir, while it is steep in GADGET3 [consistent with
early results from Frenk et al. (1999) and more recent ones by
Mitchell et al. (2009)].
(iv) The gas clumping within the most massive haloes, and es-
pecially in the outermost cluster regions, is rather different if grid
codes and GADGET3 are compared.
(v) The time evolution of the accretion of matter clumps is also
found to be radically different when ENZO and GADGET3 are com-
pared: in grid codes their initial entropy is substantially increased
by shock heating, while in SPH shock heating mechanisms are more
gentle. The accreted material is distributed at larger cluster radii in
ENZO than in GADGET3.
7.2 Summary of shocks properties
Shocks were identified in all runs according to the shock-detecting
schemes specifically conceived for each simulation: an entropy-
based method for GADGET3 (Pfrommer et al. 2006), a temperature-
based method for TVD (Ryu et al. 2003) and a velocity-based
method for ENZO (Vazza et al. 2009a).
The most interesting convergent findings are as follows:
(i) the peak of thermal flux in the universe is at M ∼ 2, and
originates in shocks internal to clusters;
(ii) the volume distribution and thermal energy flux distribution
are very steep, and are dominated by strong M ∼ 100–1000 shocks
in the external regions of large-scale structures;
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(iii) ∼99 per cent of the total thermal energy flux in the universe
is processed by shocks with M < 10;
(iv) inside the virial radius of the most massive clusters, the
density-weighted profiles of shocks are very flat, with ˆM ∼ 2;
(v) the estimated acceleration efficiency of CR (assuming Kang
& Jones 2002) is small in the innermost cluster region, f CR/f th ∼
0.1, and increases towards the virial radius, with f CR/f th ∼ 0.8
(however, the absolute numbers are likely to change as this recipe
does not account for Alfve´n wave drift and dissipation at the shock
precursor).
On the other hand, the findings where we do not find agreement
at the investigated resolutions are as follows.
(i) Shocks in grid codes are morphologically similar at all res-
olutions, while shocks in GADGET3 show substantial difference at
external shocks.
(ii) The volume-weighted mean Mach number for ρ/ρcr < 10
presents different trends in each code.
(iii) In the vast majority of the simulated volume (outside haloes),
shocks in grid codes show rather different properties in the phase di-
agrams (ρ versus T and S versus M) compared to shocks in GADGET3.
In particular, strong accretion shocks in grid codes are associated
with large EJs, while accretion shocks in GADGET3 are not charac-
terized by large values of entropy.
(iv) In massive clusters, grid codes produce a sharp increase of
the shock strength outside Rvir, while a continuous transition to
weaker shocks is found in GADGET3 runs.
(v) The CR injection efficiencies outside the virial radius show
different radial trends when grid runs and GADGET3 runs are com-
pared.
7.3 Conclusions
Overall, when cosmological numerical simulations with GADGET3,
ENZO and cosmological TVD are compared within similar range of
DM mass resolution, we report agreement better than ∼10 per cent
level in many statistics concerning hot, overdense regions of the
universe (i.e. haloes, filaments). This is reassuring, and it is in line
with a number of previous works dealing with similar topics (Kang
et al. 1994; Frenk et al. 1999; Heitmann et al. 2008). The statistical
distributions of halo masses, haloes baryon fraction, density distri-
butions, thermal profiles and internal shocks are characterized by
a high rate of convergence with resolution in GADGET. In the most
overdense regions, ENZO and TVD converge at a rather small rate,
but produce very similar estimates at the end for most of the inves-
tigated cases, despite the radically different hydro method they use
to solve baryon gas dynamics. The application of AMR techniques
is expected to further reduce the discrepancy between grid methods
and SPH, at least in some cases (e.g. O’Shea et al. 2005; Tasker
et al. 2008; Robertson et al. 2010). In the case of lower density
regions (i.e. outer accretion regions of clusters, voids), the temper-
ature distributions, entropy distributions, shock morphologies and
Mach number distributions converge to rather different estimates
when SPH and grid codes are compared. The role played by the ef-
fective viscosity and diffusivity of each method away from shocks
may be partially responsible for the above differences.
One interesting finding is the substantially different characteri-
zation of external shocks and entropy profiles in the grid and SPH
methods, a feature that has a number of important consequences in
both thermal and non-thermal issues. The different dynamics felt
by accreted clumps (Section 5.4) show that the prediction of mixing
and gas matter deposition rates in cluster cosmological simulations
is still an open problem. Given the rather simple set-up employed
in these simulations (no radiative processes, no heating mechanism
other than shocks, no CR feedback, small turbulent motions due to
lack of resolution and artificial viscosity in SPH), shocks dynam-
ics has to be regarded as the leading player in setting the entropy
profiles in clusters. These results conclusively suggest that the dif-
ferences in shocks morphologies and shock dynamics across the
clusters evolution leave major imprints also in substructure distri-
butions and entropy distributions in the ICM, which is a rather new
evidence provided by this work.
Tightly connected to this is the high degree of non-linearity which
is present in all CR acceleration recipes. However, to date it is
not clear whether these non-linearities would amplify any of the
above differences at shocks and potentially lead to a different CR
pressure distribution in galaxy clusters, or whether the average CR
pressure supports results from a combination of an average shock
acceleration efficiency at the strongest shocks and successive CR
transport.
Based on the results of this project, we note that performing
‘high-precision’ cosmology (e.g. relating cosmological observables
and theoretical models, based on scaling relations affected by less
than ∼1 per cent scatter in simulations) may still be a challenge for
many applications, since some very important measurements related
to the volume-filling properties of galaxy clusters simulated with
some of the best available numerical codes appear to be still affected
by uncertainties of ∼10 per cent (or more). This is found even in
the case of the very similar physical set-up analysed here (only
gravity and hydrodynamical forces), and the reason for this appears
to be mostly of numerical nature, meaning that some important
details concerning the production and transport of entropy in these
simulations can be very different from code to code. These results
are based on rather low or moderate resolution simulations presented
in this paper, and it is likely that going to much higher resolution
levels off most of the above differences; however, in this paper
we have shown that not all significant differences are related to
resolution only (e.g. differences in accretion shocks in SPH or grid
methods).
It is unclear if the application of more physical ingredients which
are not accounted in this work (e.g. magnetic fields, thermal con-
ductions, feedback of relativistic particles) may be able to soften
any of the above-reported differences.
The suggestion of this work is that, together with the design
of more sophisticated physical recipes to model the thermal and
non-thermal components of the real Universe, our theoretical un-
derstanding of cosmic structures would also greatly benefit from
other detailed comparative studies of different numerical recipes,
since the convergence of simulated estimates of a sizable fraction
of the cosmic volume is presently yet to be reached.
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